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Abstract—Power management of cloud data centers has received great attention from industry and academia as they are expensive
to operate due to their high energy consumption. While hosts are dominant to consume electric power, networks account for 10 to 20
percent of the total energy costs in a data center. Resource overbooking is one way to reduce the usage of active hosts and networks
by placing more requests to the same amount of resources. Network resource overbooking can be facilitated by Software Defined
Networking (SDN) that can consolidate traffics and control Quality of Service (QoS) dynamically. However, the existing approaches
employ fixed overbooking ratio to decide the amount of resources to be allocated, which in reality may cause excessive Service Level
Agreements (SLA) violation with workloads being unpredictable. In this paper, we propose dynamic overbooking strategy which jointly
leverages virtualization capabilities and SDN for VM and traffic consolidation. With the dynamically changing workload, the proposed
strategy allocates more precise amount of resources to VMs and traffics. This strategy can increase overbooking in a host and network
while still providing enough resources to minimize SLA violations. Our approach calculates resource allocation ratio based on the
historical monitoring data from the online analysis of the host and network utilization without any pre-knowledge of workloads. We
implemented it in simulation environment in large scale to demonstrate the effectiveness in the context of Wikipedia workloads. Our
approach saves energy consumption in the data center while reducing SLA violations.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, software defined networking, energy efficient, resource overbooking
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1

INTRODUCTION

O

subscription-oriented cloud computing services
has attracted great deal of attention in both industry and
academia. One of the major concerns in cloud computing is
tremendous electrical power consumption in cloud data centers. According to the US Natural Resources Defense Council [1], data centers in the U.S. consumed about 91 billion
kilowatt-hours of electricity in 2013, which is roughly twice of
the electricity consumption in New York City. Moreover, the
electricity consumption of data centers is subjected to rise to
about 140 billion kilowatt-hours annually until 2020. With the
ever-growing increase in energy consumption of data center
infrastructure, energy management has been a center of attention in cloud research such as in cooling systems [2], [3], [4]
and in servers [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
Over-provisioning of resources (hosts, links and switches)
is one of the major causes of power inefficiency in data centers. As they are provisioned for peak demand, the resources
are under-utilized for the most time. For example, the average
FFERING
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utilization of servers reported to be between 10-30 percent for
large data centers [11], [12], which results in a situation where
considerable capacity of data center is idle. Therefore, VM
placement, consolidation, and migration techniques have
been effectively applied to improve the server power efficiency [13] for the servers which are not energy proportional.
Similarly, provisioning of network capacity for peak
demand leads to energy waste, which can be reduced through
the effective use of Software-Defined Networking (SDN).
With SDN, now cloud data centers are capable of managing
their network stack through software and consider network
as one of the key elements in their consolidation techniques.
SDN enables the isolation of network’s control and forward
planes. This way, routing and other control-related issues are
set via a software controller, enabling the forward plane to
quickly react and adapt to changes in demand and application
requirements [14]. The software controller lies between
applications and the infrastructure, and performs tasks that,
before SDNs, were performed at individual hardware level
(switches, routers). With the emergence of SDN, each individual traffic flow between VMs can be controlled and thus network traffics can be consolidated to less number of links by an
overbooking strategy.
While overbooking strategies can save energy, they also
increase the chance of SLA violation when either host or network is overloaded. If the consolidated VMs or traffics reach
the peak utilization at the same time, insufficient amount of
resources would be allocated which will delay the workload
processing. The main objective of our approach is to ensure
both SLA satisfaction and energy saving without compromising one for the other. We aim to reduce SLA violation rate
while increasing energy savings.
In this paper, we propose dynamic overbooking algorithm
for joint host and network resource optimization that, in
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comparison to previous works, has three novelties. First, our
approach employs a dynamic overbooking strategy that
dynamically adapts to the workload instead of using a fixed
percentile. Second, it is designed to work without the prior
knowledge of the workload. Lastly, we consider initial placement and consolidation strategies together to find the most
effective combination for energy saving and SLA satisfaction.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We explain
the detailed background of SDN and its usage in the context
of cloud computing in Section 2, and the state-of-the-art
approaches for energy savings in cloud data centers in
Section 3. Section 4 formulates the power model and the
energy optimization problem. Section 5 depicts the overall
framework and its three components: Resource Utilization
Monitor, Initial Placement Policy, and Migration Policy. In
Section 6, we explain the strategies for SLA-aware and
energy efficient dynamic overbooking. Section 7 presents
experiment environment and evaluation results. Finally,
Section 8 concludes the paper with future directions for
energy optimization in heterogeneous clouds.

2

BACKGROUND

The current computer networks have reached a point where
they are cumbersome to manage and not scaling to requirements of cloud data centres. Utilizing Software Defined Networking in cloud data centres is a new way of addressing
the shortcomings of current network technologies. In traditional network, distributed routers are core controllers for
network management. While the routers can cooperate with
each other by communicating network information, the
decision is made by a single router with its discrete control
logic without consideration of the entire network.
In contrast, SDN has a centralized controller capable of
seeing the global view of the entire network. Therefore, traffic consolidation can be performed by the centralized control logic in consideration of energy consumption and SLA
satisfaction comprehensively for the entire data center network. Information collected from the entire network is considered for traffic consolidation, and the overall impact on
the whole data center is estimated in the control logic. This
was not feasible in traditional network as the control logic
in the distributed router has limited information and considers only local impact of the control decision.
The centralized control logic in SDN also allows to have
both VM and network traffic at the same time for data center optimization. Instead of consolidating VM and network
separately, both can be jointly taken into account. Before
SDN, network was not considered in VM consolidation process since network cannot be centrally controlled with the
global view of the entire data center.
SDN also brings dynamic configuration of the network
by separating the control plane from the forward plane. In
SDN, the software controller manages overall network
through the control plane in each network device, while the
forward plane is in charge of forwarding data packets
according to forwarding rules set up by the control plane.
As the control plane can be dynamically configured by the
central controller, network can be quickly adjusted to the
current network condition. For example, dynamic bandwidth allocation for a specific flow is enabled with SDN
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which can help improve Quality of Service (QoS) of the network intensive applications.
In short, SDN offers more opportunities for traffic consolidation and energy-saving in data center networks. As proposed in our previous work [15], SDN-enabled cloud data
center can make QoS enforcement more convenient in data
center networks with responding to the rapidly changing
network traffic. Joint optimization of hosts and networks is
feasible in SDN-enabled data center.

3

RELATED WORK

There are several works that have explored energy-efficient
cloud resource management with conventional networking [16]. In tihs paper, we are only focusing at those works
in the context of the use of SDN-based virtualized clouds.
ElasticTree [17] is an OpenFlow based network power
manager which dynamically change the data center data
traffic and adjust network elements for power saving. ElasticTree consolidates network flows to a minimum number
of links, and the unused switches are turned off to save
more energy consumption. Authors also considered robustness of the network that can handle traffic surges. Although
ElasticTree addressed network power savings, VM placement optimization was not considered.
Abts et al. [18] argued that DCN can be energy proportional to the amount of data traffic as like CPU of a computer that consumes less power when it is in low
utilization. They proposed link rate adaptation that changes
dynamic range depending on the predicted traffic load.
They showed that energy proportional networking is feasible by dynamically changing individual link rate. However,
they did not address the approach that consolidates traffic
and turning off links.
CARPO [19] is a similar approach to ElasticTree and
saves data center network power consumption. For traffic
consolidation, CARPO adapted correlation analysis
between traffic flows so that if the traffic flows are less correlated, those flows can be consolidated into the same network link and more energy savings can be achieved.
Additionally CARPO considered link rate adaptation that
alters the link speed of each port depending on the traffic
amount. When the traffic is decreasing, link speed slows
down to save more energy.
Recently, researchers started to consider both DCN and
host optimization simultaneously. Jiang et al. [20] investigated VM placement and network routing problem jointly
to minimize traffic cost in data center. VM placement and
routing problem are formulated and solved using on-line
algorithm in dynamically changing traffic loads. The proposed algorithm leveraged Markov approximation to find
near optimal solution in feasible time.
Jin et al. [21] also considered both host and network factors jointly to optimize energy consumption. They formulated the joint host-network problem as an integer linear
program, and then converted the VM placement problem to
a routing problem to effectively combine host and network
optimization. Finally the best host for placing VM is determined by depth-first search. Prototype is implemented on
OpenFlow based system with fat-tree topology and evaluated with massive test cases via both simulation and real
implementation.
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VMPlanner [22] is presented by Fang et al. that optimizes
VM placement and network routing. They addressed the
problem with three algorithms: traffic-aware VM grouping,
distance-aware VM-group to server-rack mapping, and
power-aware inter-VM traffic flow routing [22]. VMPlanner
groups VMs with higher mutual traffic and assigns each
VM group to the same rack. Then, traffic flow is aggregated
to minimize the inter-rack traffic so that the unused
switches can be powered off.
PowerNetS [11] is presented by Zheng et al. and finds the
optimal VM placement considering both host and network
resources using correlation between VMs. Also, detailed
power model is introduced which includes power consumptions of chassis, switch, each port as well as the idle
and maximum power consumption of a server. PowerNetS
measures correlation coefficients between traffic flows and
applies them for VM placement and traffic consolidation.
Unlike these techniques, our proposed work uses
dynamic overbooking ratio which dynamically changes
based on the workload in real-time. This ensures that, with
the changes in workload, data center status, and user
requirement, our approach can both save energy and maintain SLA satisfaction.

4

PROBLEM FORMULATION

The energy efficient host-network resource allocation problem can be formulated as a multi-commodity problem [17].
The objective of the problem is to minimize the power consumption of hosts, switches and links in a data center.


P ðhi Þ ¼

si : The ith switch in the data center;
li : The ith link in the data center;
hi : The ith host in the data center;
vmj;i : The jth virtual machine on host i;
Cðhi Þ : The capacity of host i;
Cðli Þ : The capacity of link i;
rdðvmj;i Þ : The resource demand of the vmj;i ;
fj;i : The flow j on link i;
dðfj;i Þ : The data rate of flow j on link i;
jVMj : The total number of VMs in the data center;
jHj : The total number of hosts in the data center;
jLj : The total number of links in the data center;
s i : The number of VMs placed on host i;
ni : The number of flows assigned to link i;
CCðX; Y Þ The Correlation Coefficient between two
variables X; Y ;
 P ðhi Þ : Power consumption of host i;
 P ðsi Þ : Power consumption of switch i;
 Pidle : Idle power consumption of host;
 Ppeak : Peak power consumption of host;
 ui : CPU utilization percentage of host i;
 Pstatic : Power consumption of switch without traffic;
 Pport : Power consumption of each port on switch;
 qi : The number of active ports on switch i;
Power consumption of host i is modelled based on the
host CPU utilization percentage [23]
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Pidle þ ðPpeak  Pidle Þ  ui
0
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if s i > 0;
if s i ¼ 0:

Idle power consumption is constant factor consumed by
hosts no matter how much workload it received. It can be
reduced only if the host is turned off. Meanwhile a host consumes more energy when it processes more workload
which leads to higher CPU utilization. In this research we
adopted linear power model described in [23]. As hosts are
homogeneous, power consumption of a host will be same to
another if the CPU utilization is same.
Power consumption of switch i is calculated based on the
active ports [19]

Pstatic þ Pport  qi if si is on;
P ðsi Þ ¼
0
if si is off:
Similar to host’s energy consumption, a switch also has
static part in its power usage regardless of its network traffic. On top of the static consumption, it consumes more
energy when more ports are active with a traffic passing
through the switch. We use linear model addressed in [19],
where energy consumption of a switch is proportional to
the number of active ports in the switch.

4.2 Problem Formulation
The problem is to optimize the host and network energy
consumption jointly in each time period as described below.
jVMj VMs are placed in jHj hosts for the time period where
jLj links are connected
minimize

4.1 Power Models
The following notations are used for the problem
formulation.
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jHj
X

P ðhi Þ þ

jSj
X

i¼1

P ðsi Þ

i¼1

and minimize SLA violation
subject to:
jHj
X

s i ¼ jVMj

(1)

i¼1

8hi 2 H;

si
X

rdðvmj;i Þ  Cðhi Þ

(2)

j¼1

8li 2 L;

ni
X

dðfj;i Þ  Cðli Þ

(3)

j¼1

8i;

jVMj
X
j¼1


ui;j ¼ 1; where ui;j ¼

1 if vmj;i is placed in hi
(4)
0 otherwise:

The objectives are to minimize total energy consumption
(energy consumed by hosts and switches) in a data center,
and at the same time to minimize the SLA violations. As the
two distictive objectives have different measurements, we
measure them separately to minimize both objectives at the
same time. In this work, SLA violation is quantified to the
percentage of the requests exceeding the expected response
time. We measured the response time of each request with a
baseline algorithm without overbooking, and used it as the
expected response time to count the number of requests violating SLA.
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Fig. 1. Resource allocation architecture.

The constraints are that resources given to VMs in a host
cannot exceed the capacity of the host, and the total data
flow rate in a link cannot exceed the capacity of the link,
and each VM is placed only once in a host.

5

RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK

The architecture aims to minimize SLA violation and maximize energy saving at the same time without pre-knowledge
of the workload. Our proposed architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 1, which benefits from overbooking through SLA-aware
VM and flow consolidation. Overbooking Controller is in charge
of controlling the initial placement and consolidation process.
One of the main components is initial placement policy which
decides where to place a VM when it is admitted to the data
center and creates the initial placement list. Another top-most
component is the migration policy that decides a destination
host for a VM when the current host is overloaded. It refers a
migration list created based on the monitored data and
decides which host to migrate to.
For both components, proper overbooking ratio is identified using link information and correlation analysis between
VMs’ resource utilization. Then a host is discovered which
can provide the identified overbooked capacity. Correlation
analysis uses monitoring data collected from hosts, VMs and
network traffic. This data is also used to build a migration list
which consists of highly utilized VMs in the overloaded hosts
to be migrated to another host decided by the Migration policy. The consolidation policy uses current link traffic and host
utilization for VM and flow placement and consolidation.
Resource Utilization Monitor. This component is in charge
of monitoring the utilization levels of resources. Each physical resource can monitor its utilization by itself, such as
CPU utilization of each host or bandwidth utilization of the
link between switches. The utilization metrics monitored by

each physical resource are collected at this component to
provide relevant history data to the migration policy. It also
collects utilization data of VMs and virtual links to decide
the most suitable host for the VM.
Initial Placement. When VM and virtual link creation
requests arrived at the cloud data center, Initial Placement
decides where to create the new VM. At this stage no history
or workload information is provided to the data center.
Instead, only initial VMs and their connection configurations
are available to decide where to place the VM. If VMs are created by the same user at the same time, for example, those
VMs have a higher probability to generate traffic between
each other. Using this information in addition to the VM configuration, this component decides a host that has sufficient
host and network resource to serve the request.
Migration and Consolidation. In case of overloading, some
VMs in the overloaded host must be migrated to another host
in order to minimize SLA violation. Otherwise, VMs in the
overloaded host can provide poor performance in computation or network which results in severe customer dissatisfaction. Migration and Consolidation component selects VMs to
be migrated in overloaded hosts and decides where to
migrate by analyzing historical utilization data of hosts, links
and VMs. At first, migration list composing of VMs to be
migrated is created based on the monitoring data collected
from VMs, hosts and switches. Once the migration list is
ready, it analyzes correlation level to other VMs and hosts
using historical utilization data. This data is used to pick a
migrating host in consideration of overbooking capacity and
energy savings.

6

RESOURCE ALLOCATION STRATEGY

In cloud data center, consolidation of VMs and network
traffics into a smaller set of physical resources leads to
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Fig. 2. Example of consolidation with overbooking.

saving power consumption by turning off unused hosts and
switches when the physical devices are homogeneous.
Although large-scale data centers may consist of heterogeneous devices with different batches of servers and
switches, within a single rack, devices are mostly homogeneous. Therefore, we focus on homogeneous configuration
to simplify the problem and develop our strategies. A VM is
placed to a host by allocating the requested amount of
resources, such as CPU cores, memory, disk, and network
bandwidth. As in most cases resources are over-provisioned, allocating less resource than requested can help consolidate more VMs and traffics. For clear description, a
simple example of overbooking and consolidation in concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Before overbooking and consolidation, VM1-4 are
placed in four hosts separately and connected through
four switches. If all the four VMs have data traffic, all the
switches should be active and consume electrical power
along with the four hosts. For VM3 and VM4, we can see
that the actual utilization is far lower than the allocated
capacity. After overbooking, less amount of resource is
allocated to VM3 and VM4 which now can be consolidated
to Host1 and Host2. After migration of VM3 and VM4 to
Host1 and Host2 respectively, the hosts without VMs can
be turned off, and the connected switches also can be
switched off.
We tackled the resource allocation problem described in
Section 4 through two stages: (1) initial placement stage,
and (2) migration and consolidation stage. Initial placement
is to find a suitable host for a VM when the VM is created in
the cloud data center, whereas VM migration is occurred
when the VM needs to be migrated to another host due to a
host being either overloaded or underutilized. Note that a
different algorithm can be selected for each stage, thus multiple combinations of the two stages are available in the proposed system. The following sections explain different
algorithms for each stage.
For the initial placement the following conditions hold:


We have no prior knowledge regarding the workload, host utilization, VM utilization, and data rates
of flows.
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Although we have no information regarding correlation coefficient between two VMs, it is likely that for
the case of web application, workload of connected
VMs is correlated.
If the initial placement strategy places connected
VMs on the same host, there is less opportunity for
overbooking leading to smaller overbooking ratio.
However, this still allows for more saving for network communication cost. Overbooking ratio determines the percentage of original requested resources
by users (either in terms of VM or bandwidth).

6.1 Connectivity-Aware Initial VM Placement
Algorithms
Initial VM placement algorithms consider connectivity
between VMs as explained below.
ConnCons: Connected VMs to be Consolidated in One Host.
At the beginning of the placement, the algorithm (pseudo
code is shown in Algorithm 1) groups VMs based on their
connectivity. Then, it sorts the groups based on their
resource requirements (sum of VM’s resource demands) in
decreasing order. Once the list is ready, it picks a VM (vmk;i )
from the top of the list. If it is not connected to other VMs or
if the connected VMs have not been placed yet, we place it
using most-full bin-packing algorithm. Otherwise, it consolidates the VM to the same server (hi ) where the connected
VMs are placed if the following constraint can be met:
si
X

ðrdðvmj;i ÞÞ þ IRAR  rdðvmk;i Þ < Cðhi Þ;

(5)

j¼1

where Initial Resource Allocation Ratio (IRAR) indicates
the proportion of the actually allocating resource to the
requested resource at initial stage. Note that Resource Allocation Ratio (RAR) can be regarded as the reverse of overbooking ratio, e.g., 70 percent RAR means that the host will
allocate 70 percent of the requested resource to the VM.
Thus, with lower RAR value hosts allocate less resource to
a VM resulting in placing more VMs in a host and higher
chance of SLA violation. IRAR is a predefined constant in
the system configuration and can be changed manually.
This method is basically derived from CARPO [19] system that correlated VMs are consolidated into the same or
nearby host. In addition to the principle of CARPO, we propose dynamic overbooking strategy that changes overbooking ratio dynamically adapting to the workload.
If there exist multiple connected VMs that have already
been placed on different hosts, the most-full host will be
selected. Otherwise, it searches for a host with the shortest distances from the connected VM hosts. If multiple VMs have
already been placed on different hosts, a host with average
shortest distance will be selected. Next, if there are multiple
choices (hosts with the same distance and network path with
same number of hops), the algorithm uses the most-full first
bin-packing algorithm for both hosts and candidate links. In
addition, the selected candidates have to meet constraints in
Equation (5) and constraint in Equation (6) for each selected
Links of li
ni
X
ðdðfj;i ÞÞ þ IRAR  dðfk;i Þ < Cðli Þ:
j¼1

(6)
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If the constraint cannot be met, the algorithm selects the
next host candidate until all the VMs are placed. Note that
for this algorithm the IRAR are likely to be set to a higher
value as utilizations of VMs in a server are likely to be
correlated.

Algorithm 1. ConnCons Initial Placement
1: Data: IRAR: User-defined initial resource allocation ratio
constant.
2: Data: VM: List of VMs to be placed.
3: Data: F : List of network flows between VMs.
4: Data: H: List of hosts where VMs will be placed.
5: VMG list of VM groups in VM based on connections in F ;
6: sort VMG in descending order of the sum of bandwidth
requirements in each group;
7: for each VM group vmg in VMG do
8:
for each vm in vmg do
9:
Hconn
List of hosts where other VMs in vmg are
placed;
10:
if Hconn is empty or length(vmg) = 1 then
11:
Place vm in the most-full host in H;
12:
else
13:
sort Hconn in ascending order of free resources;
14:
done false;
15:
for each h in Hconn do
16:
Ch
free resource in host h;
17:
rd
adjusted resource demand of vm
calculated with IRAR;
18:
if rd < Ch then
19:
Place vm in h;
20:
Ch
Ch  rd;
21:
done true;
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
if done=false then
25:
Place vm in the host in H with average shortest
distance from vmg;
26:
end if
27:
end if
28:
end for
29: end for

ConnDist: Connected VMs to be Distributed into Different
Hosts.
At the beginning of the placement, the algorithm (pseudo
code is shown in Algorithm 2) sorts the VMs based on their
resource requirements in decreasing order. Once the list is
ready, it picks a VM (vmk;i ) from the top of the list. Then, if it
is not connected to other VMs or if the connected VMs have
not been placed yet, it will be placed using most-full bin-packing algorithm. Otherwise, it ignores servers where the connected VMs are placed, and searches for a server with the
average shortest distances from the hosts of connected VMs.
Next, if there are multiple choices, the algorithm uses the
most-full bin-packing algorithm for both host and link candidates which meets constraint in Equations (5) and (6).
If the constraint cannot be met the algorithm selects the
next host candidate until all the VMs are placed. Note that
for this algorithm the IRAR is likely to be set to lower values as we consolidate connected VMs to different servers.
Therefore, utilization of VMs placed on a same server is less
likely to be correlated.
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Algorithm 2. ConnDist Initial Placement
1: Data: VM: List of VMs to be placed.
2: Data: H: List of hosts where VMs will be placed.
3: sort VM in descending order of the resource
requirements;
4: for each vm in VM do
5:
VMconn
List of connected VMs of vm;
6:
Hconn
List of hosts where other VMs in VMconn are
placed;
7:
if Hconn is empty then
8:
Place vm in the most-full host in H;
9:
else
10:
Hnoconn
H  Hconn ;
11:
Place vm in the most-full host in Hnoconn with the
same constraint in Algorithm 1;
12:
end if
13: end for

6.2 VM Migration Algorithms with Dynamic
Overbooking
Based on the collected information, this algorithm:


selects overloaded hosts with the utilization over the
threshold (e.g., 0.7) and moves the most utilized VM
to the migration list,
 selects the underutilized host with the utilization
under the threshold (e.g., 0.1) and move their VMs to
the migration list,
 selects the overloaded links with the average bandwidth usage over the threshold (e.g., 70 percent of
the link capacity) and move the VMs in the link with
highest data rates into the migration list.
It is worth mentioning that the migration of flows happens at the final stage. The reason is that over-utilized VM
migration can resolve the link congestion.
After that, the algorithm sorts the VMs in the migration
list based on their resource requirements in descending
order. Then, it picks a VM (vmk;i ) from the top of the list.
For the selected VM, VM migration algorithm selects a candidate host in which the VM can be placed. In the host selection, dynamic overbooking algorithm is applied as a
constraint to make sure the VM and its network link fulfil
enough capacity to process the workload, and at the same
time limit to minimal amount for consolidation. For the host
capacity, Equations (7) and (8) is applied
si
X
ðrdðvmj;i ÞÞ þ DRARh  rdðvmk;i Þ < Cðhi Þ

(7)

j¼1

MaxDRAR  MinDRAR
MaxDRAR
si
1X

CCðvmj;i ; vmk;i Þ:
s i j¼1

DRARh ¼ MinDRAR þ

(8)

In addition to host capacity constraint, network constraint is also applied as constraint to select the target host
and link: Equations (9) and (10)
ni
X
j¼1

ðdðfj;i ÞÞ þ DRARl  dðfk;i Þ < Cðli Þ

(9)
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MaxDRAR  MinDRAR
MaxDRAR
ni
X
1

CCðdðfj;i Þ; dðfk;i ÞÞ:
ni j¼1
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Algorithm 3. VM Migration with Dynamic Overbooking

DRARl ¼ MinDRAR þ

(10)

1:
2:

As you can see from Equations (8) and (10), in this algorithm we dynamically calculate the Dynamic Resource Allocation Ratio (DRAR) based on the correlation of VMs in the
host. As explained in the previous section, Resource Allocation Ratio is a term that defines the percentage of actually
allocated resource compared to the requested resource. It
can be regarded as a reserve of overbooking ratio. DRAR is
applied not only as constraints of the VM admission, but
also actual resource allocation for the migrating VM. This
will allow us to save more energy by resource overbooking
and honoring more SLA by dynamically changing overbooking ratio.
DRAR is applied as constraints to decide the admission
of the migration and to allocate resources to VMs. For example, for 100 percent DRAR, the host allocates 100 percent of
the requested resource to the VM. If DRAR decreased to
70 percent in another host, it gives only 70 percent of the
requested resource thus the host can consolidate more VMs.
To determine DRAR, we use correlation coefficient
derived from historical utilization data, VM’s average utilization of the previous time frame, and preliminarily defined
variables to decide the portion of each parameter. Correlation
between VMs is calculated with Pearson Correlation Coefficient, which ranges between -1 and 1. Lower the coefficient,
lower the correlation. If the coefficient is closer to 1, it indicates
the VMs are more correlated. As it ranges from -1 to 1, we use
Equation (11) to normalize the range between 0 and 1
!,
CovðX; Y Þ
2:
(11)
CCðX; Y Þ ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ þ 1
VarðXÞVarðY Þ
Additionally, minimum and maximum Dynamic
Resource Allocation Ratio (MinDRAR and MaxDRAR ) are
defined to limit the range of the DRAR. MinDRAR is differentiated with the average utilization of the VM for the previous time window. Thus, DRAR is affected by not only the
correlation, but also the actual utilization of the VM. In
order to decide the share of each parameter, a and b are
defined in
MinDRAR ¼ a  Uðvmk;i Þ þ b;

VOL. 2,

(12)

where a specifies the portion of the utilization of the VM
and b specifies the guaranteed proportion of the requested
resource to be allocated to the VM. a and b are defined in
the experiment configuration along with the IRAR. On the
other hand, MaxOR is configured to 1.0 in the implementation to make it possible to assign 100 percent of the
requested resources.
Algorithm 3 shows overall migration procedure for each
VM to a candidate host with the constraints using DRAR
calculation. The complexity of the alogorithm is OðjVMh jÞ
which can run for at most the number of hosts in the data
center if all hosts are overloaded. Thus, the overall complexity of the migration process is OðjVMj  jHjÞ for entire data
center which is reasonable for online decision.

3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

Data: a: User-defined constant for historical utilization
fraction in MinOR .
Data: b: User-defined constant for minimum Resource
Allocation Ratio.
Data: tstart ; tend : Start and end time of the previous time
window.
Data: vmmig : A VM to be migrated.
Data: h: A candidate host.
function MIGRATE(vmmig ; h)
VMh
all VMs in the host h;
umig
utilization matrix of vmmig in (tstart ; tend );
Scorr
0;
for each vmi in VMh do
ui
utilization matrix of vmi in (tstart ; tend );
Scorr
Scorr þ CCðumig ; ui Þ;
end for
DRARh
calculate with Equation (8);
Ch
free resource in host h;
rd
requested resource of VM vmmig ;
rdDRAR
DRARh  rd;
migrated false;
if rdDRAR < Ch then
DRARl
calculate with Equation (10);
Cl
free resource of the link of host h;
d
requested resource of the flow of vmmig ;
dDRAR
DRARl  d;
if dDRAR < Cl then
Migrate vmmig to h;
Ch
Ch  rdDRAR ;
Cl
Cl  dDRAR ;
migrated true;
end if
end if
returnmigrated
end function

With the base of dynamic overbooking constraints
explained above, three consolidation algorithms are proposed
with different host selection methods: most correlated, least
correlated, and most underutilized host to be chosen. Consolidating a VM to the most correlated host can make a higher
chance to reduce network traffic since the VMs in the host
have more correlation on network traffic to the migrating VM.
However, it will increase the chance of overloading of the
host, as the correlated VMs will have higher possibility to
reach the peak at the same time. For this reason, we also propose an approach that consolidates to the least correlated
host. If the workload has less network traffic but more computational processing, migration to the least correlated host will
reduce the chance of the host overloading. For comparison,
migration to the most underutilized host without consideration of correlation is also tested. Note that the dynamic overbooking constraint is applied to every algorithm but with
different host selection preferences. These three algorithms
are explained below.
MostCorr: VM to be Migrated to the Host Holding the Linked
VMs. If the VM to be migrated is not connected to other VMs
or if the connected VMs in the list have not been placed yet, it
will be placed using most-full bin-packing algorithm. Otherwise, it consolidates the VM to the same server where the connected VMs are placed and if the aforementioned constraints
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can be met. If not, it searches for a host with the shortest distances from the connected VMs’ hosts. If there are multiple
choices, it uses bin-packing (most-full first) both for candidate
links and hosts to choose the destination if the aforementioned
constraints can be met. Details are described in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. MostCorr Migration Algorithm with
Dynamic Overbooking
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Data: VM: Selected migration VM list.
Data: H: List of hosts.
sort VM in descending order of requested CPU resources;
for each vm in VM do
VMconn
List of connected VMs of vm;
Hconn
List of hosts where other VMs in VMconn are
placed;
if Hconn is empty then
Migrate vm to the most-full host in H with the
constraints in Algorithm 3;
else
sort Hconn in ascending order of free resources;
migrated false;
for each h in Hconn do
migrated MIGRATE(vm; h);
if migrated=true then
break
end if
end for
if migrated=false then
Migrate vm to the most-full host in H with the
constraints in Algorithm 3;
end if
end if
end for

LeastCorr: VM to be migrated to the least correlated host. The
algorithm is similar to the previous consolidation strategy,
but selects the host with the lowest average correlation coefficient between the migrating VM and the VMs in the host. It
calculates correlation coefficient for each host with at least
one VM and sorts the list in ascending order. Then, the least
correlated host is selected with the DRAR constraints (3)
applied. If no host is found among non-empty hosts, it selects
the first one from empty hosts. With this algorithm, the connected VMs are likely to be placed into a separate host which
will incur more network communication, whereas the
chance of host overloading will be reduced.
UnderUtilized: VM to be Migrated to the Underutilized Host.
In this algorithm the migrating VM is placed to the least utilized host. First underutilized hosts list is prepared among
non-empty hosts, and the first VM in the migration list with
the highest utilization is placed to the first host in the list
which is the most underutilized. Same as the previous algorithms, it also dynamically calculates DRAR based on the
number of VMs in the host. DRAR calculated from correlation is applied as constraints to check whether the host can
accept the migration or not. In short, the most utilized VM
in the migration list is to be placed in the least utilized host.

6.3 Baseline Algorithms
We compare our approach with the baseline algorithms
explained below.
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NoOver: No Overbooking Without Any Migration. The algorithm is a non-overbooking that allocates 100 percent of the
requested resource to all VMs and network. It uses Most Full
First bin-packing algorithm for VM placement, which allocates the VM to the most full host that has enough resource
to serve the VM. When selecting a host, it does not consider
any connectivity or correlation between VMs. Therefore,
VMs can be allocated in any host regardless of their connectivity, e.g., the connected VMs can be randomly placed in the
same host or in different hosts depending on the available
resource of each host at the moment. Migration is not implemented in this algorithm as a host will not exceed its capacity. This is used as a baseline at evaluation to calculate SLA
violation rate and energy saving percentage.
ConnNone: Connectivity Agnostic Overbooking. For initial
placement, this algorithm overbooks resources without consideration of the connectivity between VMs. This algorithm
allocates less amount of resources to VMs and uses the
Most Full First algorithm for VM allocation regardless of
VM links. For example, ConnNone 70 percent is to allocate
only 70 percent of the requested resource to the VM and
place it to the most full host which can serve the 70 percent
of the requested resource. Similarly, ConnNone 100 percent
is to allocate 100 percent of the requested resource which is
in fact same as NoOver algorithm.
StaticMigration: VM to be Migrated to the Most Correlated
Host Without Dynamic Overbooking. Similar to MostCorr, this
algorithm also selects the correlated host first for a migrating VM with the same constraints described in Section 6
except for DRAR. Instead of using dynamically calculated
DRAR, this algorithm uses a static overbooking ratio for the
constraints of the host selection and the resource allocation.
As a result, the new host will allocate the same amount of
the resource to the migrating VM. This algorithm is implemented in order to refer to PowerNetS [11].

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The proposed algorithms are evaluated in simulation environment. We implemented the proposed methods in addition to other algorithms including non-overbooking and
PowerNetS [11], and measured a response time of the workload and total energy consumption in the data center. SLA
violation is checked through the response time of the workload. We measured the response time of each workload
with a baseline algorithm without overbooking, and use
them to compare with the response time of the proposed
algorithms. If the response time of a workload with a proposed algorithm is longer than the baseline one, the workload is as a SLA violation. Energy consumption is also
compared with the no overbooking baseline algorithm.

7.1 Testbed Configuration
In order to evaluate our approach, we implement the algorithms in CloudSimSDN [24]. CloudSimSDN is a CloudSim [25] based simulation tool which supports various SDN
features such as dynamic network configuration and programmable controller. We add monitoring components to
the simulator to gather utilization information of VMs,
hosts, and network traffics to be used at dynamic overbooking methods described in Section 6.
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Fig. 3. Network topology used in simulation.

The cloud data center simulated for our experiment consists of 128 hosts, each with 8 CPU cores, connected with
Fat-Tree topology [26].
Fig. 3 shows eight-pod Fat-Tree topology which we
adopt in the experiment. Each pod consists of 16 hosts,
4 edge switches and 4 aggregation switches. On top of all
pods, 16 core switches enables communication between
pods by connecting aggregation switches in each pod. Other
resource requirements such as memory and storage are not
considered in the experiments to eliminate the complexity
affecting the results.
Unless noted, initial placement overbooking algorithms
(ConnNone, ConnCons, and ConnDist) have Initial Resource
Allocation Ratio value set to 70 percent in all experiments.
For dynamic overbooking migration algorithms, we set a
value being 12 percent and b value being 40 percent (Equation (12)). Thus, Dynamic Resource Allocation Ratio is
guaranteed to be at least 40 percent and dynamically changing up to 100 percent which is affected by the previous utilization average for 12 percent and correlation analysis for the
rest 48 percent. MAXOR is set 100 percent to make sure VMs
can receive the full resource when necessary.
For experiments with migration policy, the monitoring
interval is set to 3 minutes to collect the utilization of VMs,
hosts, flows, and links. Dynamic time window to run migration policy is configured to 30 minutes, thus migration is
attempted every 30 minutes with the utilization matrix of
10 monitored points. These parameters are selected in consideration of the workload and the migration costs, but can
be changed arbitarily for different workloads.

7.2 Workload
In a typical data center traffic varies hourly, daily, weekly,
and monthly. Traffic characterization of a data center would
allow us to discover patterns of changes that can be
exploited for more efficient resource provisioning. To
achieve our objectives for this activity, we have focused on
Wikipedia data center analysis. We decided to investigate a
Wikipedia workload by looking into Page view statistics for
Wikimedia projects which are freely and publicly available.
For each day and for all of Wikipedia’s projects, the traces
consist of hourly dumps of page view counts. To gain
insight of the traffic for each project for the whole day
(Sept. 1, 2014 chosen for this case) we need to analyze traces
which consist of 24 compressed files each containing 160
million lines (around 8 GB in size). We have utilized MapReduce to calculate number request per hour for each project more effectively and faster.
As Fig. 4 shows, we can observe that workload varies per
hour and that not all workload are reaching their peaks at

Fig. 4. Wikipedia workload for different projects collected for 1st of
Sep. 2014.

the same time. We can assume that each project is hosted by
a set of virtual machines; there exist VMs that their utilizations are not correlated. This observation can help us to propose more efficient resource provisioning cloud data center
by placing non-correlated VMs in one host and thus accomplishing effective overbooking.
When the workload is supplied to the configured test
bed, we can see the utilization of each VM follows the actual
workload as depicted in Fig. 5.

7.3 Initial Placement
In this experiment set, we compare the initial placement
algorithms without implementing any migration policy. We
compare the algorithms in terms of SLA violation rates,
energy consumption in hosts and network devices, and the
energy savings.
Investigating the Impact of Static Overbooking on Energy
Efficiency and SLA Violation. The aim of these experiments is
showing the essence of designing dynamic overbooking
algorithms that in comparison to static overbooking strategies reduce not only energy consumption but also SLA violations. First, we have conducted experiments to show how
much energy we can save when we use static overbooking.
Fig. 6 shows SLA violation percentage and energy consumption of ConnNone which does static overbooking for
initial placement. In ConnNone, resources are allocated to

Fig. 5. CPU utilization of VMs with Wikipedia workload.
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Fig. 6. Energy consumption and SLA violation results of initial placement without consideration of connectivity.

VMs with the fixed IRAR without any consideration of connection between VMs. As shown in Fig. 6a, overall energy
consumption linearly decreases as IRAR decreases. Allocating less resource lets hosts to accept more VMs, which leads
to less number of active hosts. Network energy consumption also decreases with higher IRAR value, because fewer
hosts are communicating through less number of switches.
Fig. 6b shows the energy saving percentage of the static
overbooking methods compared to the one without overbooking. For an extreme case when only 50 percent of the
requested resources are allocated to VMs and networks, it
can save 30.29 percent of the energy consumption in total.
With 70 percent IRAR, the energy saving percentage
reduced to 16.88 percent as less VMs can be placed in a single host with the higher IRAR.
However, as Fig. 6c shows, SLA violation increases significantly with lower IRAR (note that the lower the IRAR
means that less resources were allocated to VM and vice
versa). This is because the strategy has no consideration of
either correlation or migration. As less resources are given
to each VM, hosts and network are more frequently overloaded, which leads to slower response of the workload and
SLA violation. While the static overbooking with lower
IRAR can save more energy, it also increase the SLA violation rate. Therefore, we need an algorithm that considers
the trade-off between energy saving and SLA violation
while dynamically adjusts overbooking ratio.
Investigating the Performance of Different Initial Placement
Algorithms Using Static Overbooking. The aim is to compare
the effects of placing connected VMs into a same host (ConnCons) with placing them in a different host (ConnDist).
We expect that the connected VMs (especially for the 3 tier

web applications) would have correlated workload, hence if
they are placed in the same host, there is less chance for
overbooking. However, if they are placed in the same host,
network traffic and energy consumption would reduce
since most network traffic between the connected VMs
could be served within the host through memory instead of
external network devices.
As shown in Fig. 7a, energy consumption of the switches
is significantly reduced under both ConnDist (connected
VMs are placed in close distances but not to the same host)
and ConnCons (connected VMs to the same host) compared
to ConnNone which does overbooking but placing connected VMs to random hosts. Especially, in ConnCons only
4.43kWh electricity was consumed in switches which is
almost one fourth of the switch energy consumption in ConnDist algorithm. It shows that network energy consumption
is further reduced when connected VMs are placed in the
same host.
Fig. 7c shows SLA violation percentage of the ConnNone,
ConnDist, and ConnCons algorithms with IRAR setting at
70 percent. SLA violation percentages in ConnDist and ConnCons are still as high as ConnNone algorithm reaching at
around 25 percent with 70 percent IRAR. Although ConnCons was expected to have less chance for overbooking
that should result in more SLA violations, the experiment
result shows that ConnDist results in a slightly more SLA
violations than ConnCons algorithm. This is due to the characteristics of the workload that has less potential to the
chance of overbooking.
Fig. 6b shows the energy saving percentage compared to
the one without overbooking. As we discussed above, with
ConnDist algorithm we can save over 50 percent of switches

Fig. 7. Energy consumption and SLA violation results of different initial placement algorithms.
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption and SLA violation results of different migration strategies implemented on ConnCons (connected VMs in the same host)
initial placement algorithm.

power usage, and with ConnCons the saving percentage
reaches at almost 90 percent compared to non-overbooking
method. Overall power saving is also increased in both ConnDist and ConnCons algorithms.

7.4 Migration Policy
Migration policy plays important role when a host or network encounters overloading. Since overloading happens
due to the lack of resources, migration of VMs from an overloaded host to a free host can resolve the overloading issue
that might cause significant SLA violation. Several migration policies have been experimented with dynamic overbooking ratio.
Investigating the Impact of Migration Strategies. At first, we
tested different migration strategies in the combination of
ConnCons initial placement method. In this experiment we
aim to find the effectiveness of the different migration strategies under the same initial placement. Figs. 8a and 8b respectively show the total energy consumption and the percentage
of energy saving of different migration algorithms. With any
migration algorithm, energy consumption of hosts and
switches increases compared to the one without migration.
While ConnCons without migration can save 28.37 percent of
power consumption, three algorithms with migration policies (ConnCons+LeasCorr, ConnCons+UnderUtilized, and
ConnCons+MostCorr) can save between 7 and 8 percent of
the total energy (Fig. 8b). In detail, three migration algorithms
use almost same amount of energy at both hosts and
switches, and they still consume less power than the algorithm with no overbooking at all (Fig. 8a).
However, as shown in Fig. 8c, SLA violation decreases
significantly when migration policies are implemented.
While 27.40 percent of workloads violated SLA under ConnCons with no migration policy, just about 5 percent of
workloads violated SLA when any migration algorithms
was combined. In detail LeaseCorr migration algorithm
results in the least SLA violation rate at 4.96 percent,
and UnderUtilized policy results in 5.60 percent SLA
violation rate, which is far less than the one without
migration policy.
The results show the effectiveness of the dynamic overbooking strategy. As the migrating VM has been allocated
to the host with dynamic overbooking ratio depending on
the VMs in the host, it prevents highly correlated VMs to be
consolidated into the same host. All three dynamic overbooking migration algorithms (MostCorr, LeastCorr, and

UnderUtilized) show the similar results which significantly
reduce SLA violation rate although they use various host
selection methods to prioritize the candidate hosts. As we
expected, dynamic overbooking can reduce the chance that
all VMs in the host hit the peak at the same time, thus VMs
acquire enough resources to process their workloads.
Investigating the Impact of Dynamic Overbooking Ratio.
Next, we investigated the impact of dynamic overbooking
by comparing with a static overbooking strategy under the
same overbooking condition. The aim is to compare the
effectiveness of our approach with a static overbooking
algorithm similar to PowerNetS [11] which also implements
overbooking with the consideration of correlation. Direct
comparison to PowerNetS is not feasible because our
approach is online algorithm without any prior knowledge
of the workload, while PowerNetS acquired correlation of
workloads in advance. Therefore, we use the results of ConnCons+StaticMigration combination which is the most analogous to PowerNetS. Both of them initially place connected
VMs into closer hosts and migrate overloaded VMs to the
nearest host where the connected VMs are placed. Note that
ConnCons+StaticMigration algorithm is different from
PowerNetS in the aspect that StaticMigration algorithm
does not consider correlation threshold constraint which
PowerNetS did implement. Thus ConnCons+StaticMigration algorithm would result in higher SLA violation rate
than PowerNetS. We compare ConnCons+StaticMigration
with ConnCons+MostCorr algorithm.
Fig. 9 presents the difference of static overbooking and
dynamic overbooking algorithms. As shown in Fig. 9a
and 9b, the static overbooking approach (ConnCons+StaticMigration) consumed slightly less energy than the dynamic
method (ConnCons+MostCorr). In detail, 56.55 kWh is consumed across the whole data center for both hosts and network in the static overbooking method while 60.39 kWh is
consumed in the dynamic overbooking which is 6.79 percent
more than the static method. With the static algorithm, the
overbooking ratio of the migrating VM is not changed in the
new host when the in overloaded host is migrated to another
host. Thus, regarding the entire data center more VMs can be
placed in a host compared to dynamic overbooking which
would allocate more resource for the migrating VM if correlated VM is in the migrating host.
The effectiveness of the dynamic overbooking can be
clearly seen in SLA violation percentage presented in
Fig. 9c. SLA violation rate of the static overbooking
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Fig. 9. Energy consumption and SLA violation results of dynamic and static overbooking algorithms.

algorithm (13.46 percent) is far higher than the dynamic
algorithm (5.15 percent). Although our dynamic overbooking method consumed 6.79 percent more power, it dramatically reduced SLA violation rate by 61.74 percent.

7.5 Analysis of Energy Consumption
In this section, we investigate further details of the power
consumption in different algorithm combinations. At first,
we analyzed the origin of the energy savings where it
comes from by showing the proportion of the saved
energy in hosts and switches. Fig. 10 shows the ratio of
energy saving by hosts and switches. We tested ConnNone
initial placement without migration in various IRAR values (70, 80, and 90 percent) as well as the algorithms evaluated in the previous section. For each algorithm, energy
consumption at hosts and switches is measured to calculate the saved energy compared to NoOver algorithm. For
ConnNone algorithm, about 80 to 90 percent of the energy
saving results from hosts while less than 20 percent from
switches regardless of IRAR value. However, when ConnCons initial placement (correlated VMs placed in closer
hosts) is applied, energy saving ratio at switches increases
significantly reaching at a half of the energy saving regardless of migration policy. This is because the consolidation
of VMs can reduce significant amount of network traffic
which leads to reducing the number of active switches.
Interestingly, for ConnDist algorithm energy saving ratio
of switches is lower than ConnCons but higher than ConnNone. As VMs in the same host are less likely peak at the
same time in ConnDist algorithm, one host can hold more
number of VMs than ConnCons algorithm which also
affect the dynamic overbooking ratio adjusted by the correlation. In ConnDist initial placement, VMs in the same
host would be less correlated which makes more VMs to
be placed in one host at the migration stage, as Dynamic
Resource Allocation Ratio increases with lower correlation
coefficient.
7.6 Dynamic Overbooking Ratio
In order to investigate the impact of dynamic overbooking
in energy consumption, we explored the power consumption of the whole data center (Fig. 11a), energy consumption
by hosts (Fig. 11b), and by switches (Fig. 11c) over the time.
Compared to the baseline (NoOver), static overbooking
method (ConnNone) uses constantly less amount of energy.
Correlation-aware algorithms such as ConnCons+MostCorr

and ConnDist+LeastCorr have less energy consumption in
the beginning, but it converges to the baseline once time
passes especially after the whole data center is highly
loaded. For the network energy consumption, almost no
energy is used with ConnCons algorithm at the beginning
when most linked VMs are placed within the same host.
However, as hosts get overloaded over the time, more
switches are utilized which leads to consuming more
energy. This result shows that how our algorithm reduces
energy consumption and converges over time.
In this experiment, we investigated how overbooking
ratio changes dynamically in correspondence with the
workload. We randomly chose one sample VM from the
previous experiments, and measured its CPU workload and
Resource Allocation Ratio (RAR) in different algorithms.
Fig. 12 presents the CPU utilization level and the Resource
Allocation Ratio of the VM changing over time. The first
Fig. 12a shows the CPU utilization of the VM without overbooking in correspondence with its workload. It is obvious
that the VM consumes more CPU resource when there is
more load. Figs. 12b, 12c, and 12d show the Resource Allocation Ratio of the VM in different overbooking algorithms.
For the static overbooking method without migration (ConnNone), the VM acquires only 70 percent of requested
resource all the time constantly as the RAR sets to 70 percent
without dynamic overbooking strategy. However, with our
proposed dynamic overbooking algorithms (ConnCons
+MostCorr and ConnDist+LeastCorr), RAR continuously
changes over time following the actual workload. As we set
up Initial Resource Allocation Ratio (IRAR) to 70 percent,
the RAR starts at 0.7 in both algorithm, and dynamically
fluctuates over time following the actual CPU utilization
shown in Fig. 12a. The result shows that the overbooking
ratio reflects the real workload, so that the VM acquires
more resources when necessary.

Fig. 10. Energy saving origination.
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Fig. 11. Energy consumption observation over time.

Fig. 12. CPU utilization and resource allocation ratio of a sample VM.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented dynamic overbooking strategies
that allocate host and network resources dynamically
adapting based on the utilization. The variety of workloads
affects the dynamic overbooking ratio in real-time through
correlation analysis of the VMs and network utilization. By
leveraging the dynamic overbooking method, tightly suitable amount of resources can be allocated to VMs which
will maximize energy cost savings by reducing the waste of
over-provisioned resource, and at the same time minimize
SLA violation by allocating enough resource for the actual
workload. With the extensive experiments, we demonstrated that our approach can effectively save energy consumption of the cloud data center while reducing SLA
violation rates compared to the baseline.
In the future, we plan to include prediction component
for correlation analysis that uses a time-series forecasting
engine to predict both VM utilization and data rates of flows
for the next time slots. When calculating the dynamic overbooking ratio, predicted values obtained from learning
algorithm can be used in addition to the historical utilization data, which will give more accurate forecast than the
current method. Moreover, adapting the algorithm to heterogeneous environment can be achieved by extending
resource allocation strategy and optimization method. This
allows the algorithm to work in larger scale data centers
with various hardware specifications in use for hosts and
switches. It is also extendable to multiple providers with
various SLAs if the algorithm includes heterogeneous network cost between different data centers.
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